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The US Military Flight Training community is engaging on a mass modernization strategy due to
the recent procurements of equipment like the F-35 and various rotary assets. As new aircraft
are procured new skill sets and technological capabilities need to be learned and mastered in
order to use new operational assets to their full potential.

Top 10 Reasons to Attend the 2017 Military Flight Training Event

Engage with 150 key decision makers across the US DoD, Air Force, Navy, Army and
Marine Corps

Engage operational, procurement and strategic leaders defining the future of military
flight training
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Debate innovative 5th Generation Training plans and programs to prepare for the F-35

Review the latest updates on the US Navy’s TH-57 replacement procurement

Solve the challenges facing LVC and Distributed Mission Operations to deliver cost
effective training systems

Key insight into downloading potentials and practices across the training system

Unearth innovative ground base offloading practices to reduce training cost

Maximize system and immersion fidelity in flight simulation to open up increased
offloading opportunities
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Discover the latest opportunities for training service providers across the US Armed
Forces
Engage with F-35 partner nations on their training plans and policies to
position yourself for international market
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What Past Attendees Have to Say:

From an Army point of view, this conference provided a good
opportunity to see the overall challenges in the AF and Navy and
compare the similarities and differences in what we face - PEOSTRI

Strong USAF AETL presence offered superb insight into the command’s
capabilities and challenges - Lockheed Martin
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I have learned more about MFT in two days than I have in 5
years of OJT in my business development position - Stirling
Dynamics

The breadth and depth of guest speaker brief content aptly covered
the many aspects of flight training - Avenge, Inc

Overall, a very informative and productive conference with a good
assortment of discussions - DynCorp International
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Great preview of the future of Air Force aircrew training! L-3 Communications

Ways You Can Join Us In December

Register Online at
www.militaryflighttrainingusa.iqpc.com
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Email us at idga@idga.org

Call us at 1-800-882-8684
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Stay tuned for more information about the event!

